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The capability of performing wideband spectrum analysis in real time using surface acoustic
wave (SAW) chirp filters presents an opportunity to apply a single spectrum analyser to
multiple channels of low bandwidth data using time-compression.

This technique is part-

icularly appropriate to pulse doppler radar in which each range gate presents a separate
sampled data time series for analysis. Given the SAW spectrum analyser, the radar signal
processing problem centres on the store used to acquire the sampled video, re-order it into
time sequences from each range gate and output it in a highly compressed time scale. This
"corner turning" store has been realized in both digital and CCD forms. The digital store
has been built in two versions, one, for low bandwidth, is inexpensive but relatively slow,
the second, for high bandwidth radars, is both expensive and power consuming. A new
integrated CCD store has been designed to solve these problems, incorporating a new mode
of clocking, using novel clock drivers and minimizing external pin connections. Results
from all these configurations, in which both real and simulated radar data are analysed,
are given. Conclusions on their relative merits in terms of real world constraints such
as power consumption, size, complexity and clutter levels are drawn.
1

Introduction

1
\Ve have previously ' 2 discussed approaches
to the problem of processing pulse doppler
radar signals. The basis of these has been
to accumulate samples of radar video, either
in a CCD analogue store or in digital RAM,
to re-order the samples into time sequences
from individual range bins, and to serially
output these sequences into a spectrum
analyser serving all range bins. The commercial availability of fast spectrum analysers using surface acoustic wave (SAW) ·
filters now readily allows this type of
multiple channel, compressed-time spectrum
analysis. The problem is thus reduced to
the implementation of a flexible store capable of accepting samples at rates dictated
by the radar parameters [pulse repetition
frequency (prf) and range bin spacing ] and
outputting them in bursts matched to the
time scale of the SAW analyser. This paper
compares digital and analogue CCD implementations of the storage function aimed
towards providing modules adaptable to a
variety of radar requirements using a

standard SAW analyser and describes in some
detail a new CCD under development for this.
2

The SAW Spectrum Analyser

The number of resolvable doppler frequencies
or time-bandwidth product of the coherent
processing, is limited to the number of
pulse echoes available from the radar targets.
This is a function of prf, beamwidth and
scan rate for a scanning radar, and the
number of pulses per beamwidth rarely exceeds
100. Because of this we have used an analyser of nominal time-bandwidth product (TB)
100, it being a simple matter to under-use
its capability for radars with a smaller
number of hits on target. TB products
exceeding 100 are obtainable by relaxing
the + 0.5dB flat response requirement. The
actuil SAW time and bandwidth parameters
are of only secondary importance because T
and B scale inversely under time compression, the product being invariant. For
our analyser, T = 25 ps and B = 4 MHz. The
SAW filters used of Course operate at IF
frequencies in the '20 to 30 MHz range but
by internal single-sideband mixing the
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analyser covers the band .!. 2 HHz when
presented with a dual channel, I and Q
(in-phase and quadrature) baseband input.
Time weighting is included to suppress
spectral sidelobes to approximately -35dB
whilst the overall dynamic range is about
40dB. This is sufficient for some radar
situations but in cHses where the clutter
signal rntio exceerts the~;e parnmeters 1
some pre-filtering will be necessary to
reduce the dynamic rnngc of the radar video.

3

Di,dtel Storage

The digital store has 3 dimensiom>: the
number of range cells x the number of
pulses coherently processed x the data \'lord
length, For the 40dB dynrunic r(-mge
analyser, 8 bit \·tords EU'e sufficient cmd
the re-ordering, or ''corner turning"
fm1ction is eccomplished by appropriate
input and output e.ddressing of :<:!AH rmcler the
control of range cell and pulse cormters.
The use of digital storage implies the use
of A/D and D/A converters at the input and
output (the SAi·J analyser being analogue)
and when approachins and receding velocities
are to be distinguished both I and Q channels
must be stored.

'fHo versions of the digito.l store have been
constructed to match differing system
requirewents. The first is appropriate to
a rel<1tively hir.;h re.solution in range and
doppler utilising the full T9 ca-pability of
the CA':l spectrum analyser. 'rhe r~mge cell
specin~ of 22m specifies a range counter
runnwg at 7.5 HH7. on 'write' while during
'read', 128 samples are output at 5.12 HHz.
TT'L control logic anrl fast H!-JO;J RAH is
therefore used together Hith bulky and power
consuminp; A/D converters, For a 16-range
cell system, 40H is conswned excluding the
SAVJ analyser, The time compression fBctor
of .-.J1Q3 Houlrl ollow several hundred range
cells to be added before a second spectrum
o.nalyser becon1e necessary, Figures 1 and 2
illufltra.te some on-line range-rloppler
displays photographed Hi th thiG processor
used Hith a meteorolof;icol rese<n'ch rAdar.

A second store has been built for a radar
of lower range resolution and fe>·Jer hits
on target. This used 16 renges X 32 pulses
x 8 bits 1 I channel only 1 Hith a ra.n~e
couf].ter running at only 200 kHz. 'l'hu;
all01-ted Ct·;Os contr ,1 circuits and :-?.All to be
used together with compact low-pmrer A/D
converters consuminp; only 3':1 in total.
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CCD Storage

The object in designing a CCD store is to
produce a module structured to meet the
radar problem but capable of adaptation to

a wide range of radar parameters. A/D
interconversions are avoided, an increasingly
v.:1luablo feature for higher bandHidth radars.

The number of range cells handlert by the
store module is a convenience factor only 1
dictating the number of modules needed in
particuler applications 1 \'fhereas the pulse

storage capacity should, like the spectrum
analyser, inatch the highest TB -product
likely to be needed 1 eg 100, and the dynamic range should also at least equal that of
the analyser.

Our first experimental CCD store Has configured froffi discrete, already available
devices: a 32-sample tapped delay line
sampling the radar video in 32 range bins
of 4 HHz follovling each pulse, 16 of the
tap outputs were connected to each feed an
orthogonal 100-sample linear CCD register
clocked once per radar pulse to form IChannel time sequences from each selected
range. These range bin stores were filled
at a clock rate of 4 kHz (the simulated
prf) and, when full, individually emptied
at a 4 HHz rate to feed the SA'.~' analyser.
The layout of this system is sketched in

Fig 3 and Fig 1+ shmts time-comuressed
(x 103) waveforms and spectral~ outputs.
This exploratory system of 16 range bins
occupied a 30 x 35cm board and confirmed the
expected difficulties in matching CCD gains
and levels which would be multiplied for
systems processing many range cells. However it allowed flexible control of the
clock waveforms, for instance, to interleave
the input and output functions to minimise
the hold time when the signal is most liable
to corruption by dark current, and established the feasibility of the CCD approach.
To implemen-t these functions onto one chip
requires (1) a register which takes in the
radar data at a rate of 4 MHz (2) a sideways transfer structure which operates at
~ 1/R of this rate vrhere R is the number of
range cells (3) a storage section implemented in the same fashion as the slow
transfer part of an SPS structure and (4)
a means of reading out each of the parallel
channels individually and independently at
a rate of 4 HHz, with a minimum of external
peripheral circuitry.
The serial to parallel structure of an SPS
array achieves (1) to (3) of these requirements, but in these structures the data
cannot be read out of the parallel channels
independently. We have adapted this type
of structure into a new type of storage
module. In our structure the phases 1 and
3 clocks in the parallel section of the
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array (¢ 1p, ~:f?) Fig 5 are common to all the
parallel sectlons. The phase 2 clocks
(¢211 p) are broueht out individually to pads
around the chip periphery. In contrast to
an SPS structure, an output transfer gate
cor1mon to all parallel channels feeds all
chRnnels into a common output amplifier.
Fig 6 is a chip photograph, of a 16 x 128 bit
version.

The input to this device operates in a conventional Hay, Hhereby the parallel clocks
¢np are clocked with the input register
clocks ¢ns to fill the array with de.ta, the
par.::llel clocks operating once each time
the serial register is filled by R input
clock cycles, corresponding to R ronge
gates.

Top trace:

video, 5ms/div containing 400 HZ and
500 Hz components

Middle trace: time compressed video, 5~s/div

Lower trace:

spectrum output 5~-.Ls/div or 800Hz/div
Figure J+
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After ~ clock cycles, where P is the number
of pulses to be analysed, the array is full
of dat~. At this point the logic Gystem
associated with the parallel clocks switches
the clocks to a neH mode of operation, All
parallel clock electrorles 1 save one, are
driven to a high potential, up to twice the
pare.llel clock st·ring, In the deep wells so
formed 1 the charge held under every phase 2
electrode remains under these electrodes
inde:·:endent of the state of the phase 1 and
3 clocks, '.rhe desired range channel is
clocked normally, together with the t/.11p and
ct'3l-' clocks to read th9_t channel out independently to the common output circuit, at
4 HHz 1 and so to the SA':J analyser. The
phaGe 2 clocks are then switched one by one
in sequence to normal clocking, while all
the others are held high. Thus the individual range cells are read at high speed in
sequence to the SA'd analyser.
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Fig 7 illustrates the surface potentials for
such a clocking scheme, where VD is the deep
well potential tmd Vc the normal clock
potential (assuming for simplicity of
explanation that cbs, the surface potential,
equ8ls the applied voltage), During normal
slow input clocking the three parallel
phase clocks are run normally 1 all individual channels being clocked together, On
readout one channel only clocks (rapidly)
in the normal manner, while in the rest
¢;~p is held high.
No matter how ¢ 1p and
¢?P behave no forward or backward motion
of chare;e occurs in these channels, In the
actual device there is more complex timing
of the sideways transfer into the parallel
channel than has been suggested simply to
ensure rapid initial sideways transfer of
charge into the parallel array.
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In order to drive and time the store in
this way 1 appropriate novel three
level clocks had to be designed and these
are described in the next section,
5

System Control Logic

I'he control logic for the system is
presently implemented in TrL using approx-
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imately 20 chips.
It could currently be
implemented in a ULA package or 1 indeed 1
designed directly onto the sR.me chip as the
drivers; pD.ckat;ing the Hhole with the CCD
in a hybrid, Ultimately i t could all be
implemented on a single chip.
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FIGURE 8(iii)

The basic control system is shown in Fig 8
uherein the serial register clocks, the
transfer clocks and the parallel or column

clocks are timed to read in data at a rate
matched to the radar output, and to read
out the data from each channel in sequence 1
at high speed, to the SA'./ spectrum analyser,

The basic system timing can be arranged to
either (i)read in data .into the store until

it is full, then read out each channel
sequentially to the analyser or (ii) with a
minor reconfiguration read out one or more
channels between each radar return. This
obviates a duplicate store operating in
1 ping-pong' ·and minimises dark current
effects. In addition (iii) since the readin and read-out of data are separately
controllable, and the chip configuration so
arranged, having a transfer gate bet'l.,..een
the serial input register and the storage/
read-out section, both the acquisition of
d'ata and the read-out from any channel or
channels, can take place simultaneously
without interference. Thus the chip itself
and the control logic 001d driver system form
a versatile module which can be used with
various timing configurations to suit the
radar system in use.
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The Special 3-Level Clock Driver Circuit
and its Operation

The driver circuit (Fig 8 (iii)) is controlled
by TTL level signals. The circuit
gives out 15 volt clock v;aveforms or variable (typically 20 volt) deep well pulses
according to the control signals from the
control circuit 8(ii). The choice of deen level
pulse arrJplitude is a compromise betwee~
signal handling and low dark current. These
circuits have to drive the CCD store in one
of two modes, (a) slow accwnulation of data
or (b) rapid read-out of one channel at a
time. During (a) the control line X is
ass-erted low, giving high output at Z.
This causes the final output A to be
asserted, which in turn gives a normally
clocked output from the driver circuit (iii).
'l'his occurs simultaneously on all 16 driver
circuits so that the store accumulates data.
When the store is full condition (b) is
invoked. On 15 channels at any given time
output Z1 which goes directly to input B of
the driver circuit, gives a deep holding
well on all 15 channels. On the sixteenth
channel, selected by the logic pulse applied
to input y 1 provided the input X is also
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enabled by the general read-out system
control pulse, the circuit gives an output
A to the selected driver, causing that
individual channel to be read out.
This special driver circuit, which could of
course be used also in a 2 or 4 phase
implementation of the device structure,
has been tested to over 10 HHz clock rate.
A number could easily be hybridized in a
very small package, eg 8 in a package
2.5cm x 5cr;J, If the logic Here to be
implemented in a ULA 1 the whole system
including the CCD would only take 4
packages, on a small board,
7
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Results From the CCD Corner Turning Store

The principle of three level clock driving
was initially established by driving a
separate normal 32-bit linear device by the
novel 3-level clock drivers developed for
the pulse doppler chip. Using phase
referred input<4) (referring the input
diode to ~1 ) requiring no extra 1 fill and
spill' pulses and automatically sampling at
the correct time periods 1 together ,.,ith the
clockin~ scheme described above, the output
shovm in Fig 9 1·ms obtnined 1 the cf?_ clock
beine; held hi~h at OC z30% above VC for
several milliseconds in this case. The
phase 1 and 3 clocks Here clocked at 1 HH?,
continaously, and the phase 2·clocks at
1 J.!lfz v1hen not at the deep well holding
value.
In each output burst the first section of
the data has been held in the device by
the high f 2 clock, held high during the
2 mSec periort het\.1een outputs, uith q,
1
and ¢~running continuously. The second
output portion of each burst was the
normal output from the device, appearing
32 bits after the re-starting of the
normal cf! running period. In a large store
of course2 1 the high clock stornge period
needs to be much greater, typically
II'."'!'!"!'!'!'!"."!'!!'J!'!".~!!'J!~!'!!~~~ 16 BURSTS OF
OUTPUT SiGNAL
AT 1.0 MHz
CLOCK RATE

INPUT SIGNAL
1 KHz REPETITIVE

FIGURE 10
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25-50 mSec, but still well within the dark
ClU'rent ce.pabili ties of this device.
Operation of a 16 range-cell by 32 pulse
corner-turning processor of the type
described earlier ond shm.;n in Figs 5 and 6
may most easily be illustrated by the input
of repeated bursts of 1 kHz sine-wave data
simulating a radar doppler signal at 1 kHz
in every range cell, as shovm in Fig 10.
In this mode of operation read-in and readout of data take place simultaneously.
Read-in is at approximately 1 t-!Hz. Fig 10
also illustrates how a dark current
problem may sho·.v up - the 16th output channel
of this particular device suffers from
excessive dark current accumulation during
the 20 mSec high-clock storage period
before read-out, showing up as an excessively high output signal. In this figure
the input and output signals are illustrated to the same timescale, Parallel
transfer is at 4 kHz and read out at 1 NHz.
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channel 6 1 samples from both dead and
active time are shmm, as is the case in
channels 9 and 1lf (iii) E>.nd (iv), comparison between these pictures illustrating
the slippage of sampling points from
channel to channel in this mode of opere.tion. On real radar data of course, there
Hould be vastly different doppler signals
from channel to channel unlike thi.s simple
illustrative simulated data. Finally
Fig 12 shows the effect of overly large
high-clock voltagej (i) sho~oJS normal
operation using a high-clock DC value of
1+01~ aboVB normal clock voltage; in (ii) the
rx:: high clock is increased to 2 x the normal
clock voltage, which this particular channel
cannot hanrUe \l'ithout dm"k current problems.
-In summary then the pulse doppler corner
turning store problem has been -a.olved-·in a
new way 1 -·using the 3-level clock principle
for the first time to en~ble read-in and
read-out.from the store.simultaneously at
different rates in a complex mrumcr \·lith a
minimwn of external connections to the
cJ-,ip. The high-clock ;_;torage princi:_,le is
as equally applicable to 2 phane or lt phtwe
strucbtres. The new thrae level clock nnd
logic des-ign makes impleJoJentation ensy and
meagre in povrer co:-1sumption, Implemente:~
in Ct\OS the whole <:>ystem, ....QPerBting at
4 HHz output for the SA~1 analyser Hill
conGurne less than 2 watts in totaL

FIGURE 11 TYPICAL OUTPUTS

The data in each parallel channel is
accumulated from 32 se9arate bursts of
input, Each 'input is slipped slightly in
time \vith respect to,its predecessor so
that in each parallel channel successive
data points along the input Haveform are
taken just as Hould be the case with real
radar data, ~Thus over 32 input bursts each
storage channel (range bin) accumulates a
history incorporating (in this case) a
1 kHz doppler signal. Due to this method
of input each channel is slightly dl:5-placed
in time 'vtith respect to its neighbours,
leading to the outputs from channels 1 1
6, 9 and 14 chosen by-vm_y of example, and
showninJ:i'ig11 (i) tO-·(iv). In (i),
channel 1, the samples start from the
beginning of the bur.st nnd include a lot of
the dead time bet1,re:n the input bursts, at
the rieht sirle of the: picture, In (ii) 1
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Conclusion

The applicability of a single wideband
spectrrun analyser to the multichannel
narrowband radar doppler processing problem
has been shown. In many cases the interface is conveniently made using a digital
store. However for \iideband radars, an9
\ihen power consw'lption and size are
controlling factors it appears that CCD
storage will be increasingly attractive,
partly through its avoidance of multi-bit
storage per sample and partly through
dispensing \'lith A/D interconversions.
This promise will only be realised through
the development of a specially configured
CCD storage module requiring a minimum of
control connections and adaptabl-e to differing radar band'.·lidths and prfs.
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